1 1 ABSTRACT 2 When a disaster exceeds the capacity of the affected country to cope with its own resources, the 3 provision of external rescue and health services is required, and the deployment of relief units 4 requested. Recently, the cost of international relief and the belief that such deployment is cost-5 effective has been questioned by the international community; unfortunately, there is still little 6 informed debate and few detailed data are available. This paper presents the results of a 7 comparative review on the cost-effectiveness analysis of Search and Rescue (SAR) and 8 Emergency Medical Team (EMT) deployment. The aim of this work is to provide an overview of 9 the topic, highlights the criteria used to assess the effectiveness and identify gaps in existing 10 literature. The results show that both deployments are highly expensive, and their success is 11 strongly related to the time they need to be operational; SAR deployments are characterized by 12 limited outcomes in terms of lives saved, and EMTs by insufficient data and lack of detailed 13 assessment. This research highlights that the criteria used to assess the effectiveness need to be 14 explored further, considering different purposes, lengths of stay, and different activities 15 performed especially for any comparison. This study concludes that data reporting should be 16 mandatory for humanitarian response agencies.
168 Despite the significant cost associated with the deployment of an ISAR team, there is still a lack 169 of detailed information about the issues; for example, most of the existing data refer to a non-170 itemized total budget, and most of the papers provide the total number of people extracted from 171 the rubble using the criteria "lives saved" rather than a distinction between people saved by 194 As noticed by de Ville de Goyet 8 , the cost of mobilizing a field hospital for few weeks often 195 exceeds US$1 million and suggests that the funds could be more productively used in the 254 The literature on cost-effectiveness is based on an analysis of the ratio of lives saved divided by 255 cost of deployment. The concepts described in this paper show that there are consistent 256 differences, such as the different purpose, length of stay, and different activities performed, that 257 make the use of the same criterion to make a comparison between the two deployments too 258 simplistic. SAR, in fact, includes people extracted from the rubble, bodies recovered and 259 structural assessment, but it is difficult to quantify the effect simply on lives saved since this 260 outcome also requires local health system activity or the support of an EMT. On the other hand, 261 the assessment of the effectiveness of an EMT is more complicated; the role of the medical team 262 is not limited in time in the same way. They can stay longer but one of their primary functions is 307 Some concepts were only briefly explained within the papers and there is a potential 308 inconsistency in language complicating comparison. Some documents were narrative, qualitative 329 This review has helped to identify specific research questions that need to be answered. Firstly, 330 the criteria for SAR and EMT cost-effectiveness assessment need to be improved to consider all 331 the outcomes of the two deployments. Secondly, this paper underlines the need to have a Table 3 : List of studies selected for the review 437 * Pp = Peer-review Paper R = report D = dissertation Rv = Review B = Blog W = webpage C = Chapter Bc = Business Ca
